JOBLAND
Teaching skills and resources for
improving career learning at
schools

Main features of training for teachers

• The training configures as an updating of the teachers. It is a blended path
that includes frontal lessons, practical activities of instructional design, selfstudy, simulations and exercises groups, etc. also in remote mode.
• It will be in Florence from 29th June to 3rd July 2020
• Its during is 30 hours in presence (6 hours for 5 days) and other activities
will be done in remote mode.
• We are evaluating the opportunity to consider the JobLand piloting as a part
of the training (practical activities).

General objective of IO2

CAREER TEACHING
Teaching and guidance skills for improving career learning at
school
(JOBLAND IO2)
General objective: Offering a training for teachers that provides
tools and resources needed in order to improve career education
and guidance in primary schools.
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Knowledge of theories and approaches for analysing specific concerns, interests, demands, needs, traits and resources
Using different techniques for training need analysis
Using different techniques for identifying individual learning strategies and styles
Using different techniques for identifying context resources

• Knowledge of CMS
• Knowledge of theories and approaches related to teaching career related learning Knowledge of teaching different target groups, e.g.
working with adolescents, parents, teachers, employers, policy-makers
• Knowledge of techniques for working with individuals and small/large groups;
• knowledge of ICT/IT-based methods and applications for learning/teaching (including distance learning, blended learning, self-managed
learning)
• Specific theories and approaches to strengthening career management competences (e.g. efficacy beliefs, self-regulation strategies,
decision-making skills) through educational interventions
• Developing adequate learning resources for different target groups
• Using different teaching techniques, including techniques for self-directed learning and ICT/IT-based learning/teaching systems
• Applying methods and instruments for the effective design of learning resources
• Developing, reviewing and adjusting concepts, curricula, and presentation techniques for different target groups
• Using adequate learning resources for different target groups
• Motivating different target groups for self-information and developing their own competences (learning)
•
•
•
•
•

Theories and approaches related to learning assessment (hetero assessment, auto-assessment, peer assessment).
Knowledge of different type of evaluation: process, product, system and impact
Using different methods and techniques for evaluation
Applying instruments for the effective assessment
Organizing and managing assessment data
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• Cunoașterea teoriilor și abordărilor CL -preocupări, interese, cerințe, nevoi și resurse specifice
• Utilizarea diferitelor tehnici pentru analiza nevoilor de instruire
• Utilizarea diferitelor tehnici pentru identificarea strategiilor și stilurilor individuale de învățare
• Utilizarea diferitelor tehnici pentru identificarea resurselor

• Cunoașterea CMS
• Cunoașterea teoriilor și abordărilor legate de CL. Tipuri de predare adaptate diferitelor grupuri țintă, de ex. colaborarea cu
adolescenții, părinții, profesorii, angajatorii, factorii de decizie
• Tehnici de lucru cu indivizi și grupuri mici / mari;
• Metode și aplicații bazate pe TIC / IT pentru învățare / predare (inclusiv învățare la distanță, învățare combinată, învățare
autogestionată)
• Teorii și abordări specifice pentru consolidarea competențelor în managementul carierei, prin intervenții educaționale
• (de exemplu- autocunoastere, strategii de autoreglare, abilități de luare a deciziilor)
• Dezvoltarea resurselor de învățare adecvate pentru diferite grupuri țintă
• Utilizarea diferitelor tehnici de predare, inclusiv tehnici pentru învățarea autodirijată / învățare bazate pe TIC / IT
• Aplicarea metodelor și instrumentelor pentru proiectarea eficientă a resurselor de învățare
• Dezvoltarea, revizuirea și ajustarea conceptelor, curricula și tehnici de prezentare pentru diferite grupuri țintă
• Utilizarea resurselor de învățare adecvate pentru diferite grupuri țintă
• Motivarea diferitelor grupuri țintă pentru autoinformare și dezvoltarea propriilor competențe (învățare)
•
•
•
•
•

Teorii și abordări legate de evaluarea învățării ( autoevaluare, evaluare de la egal la egal).
Cunoașterea diferitelor tipuri de evaluare: proces, produs, sistem și impact
Utilizarea diferitelor metode și tehnici pentru evaluare
Aplicarea instrumentelor pentru evaluarea eficientă
Organizarea și gestionarea datelor de evaluare

The content of training for teachers
The training includes five Learning Units. Each LU provides 1
University Credits (ECTS), for a total of 5 UC.
The training content are:
1. The meanings of Career Teaching in primary school
2. Backgrounds of Career Teaching in Europe and Teachers’
training needs analysis
3. Career Teaching methodologies
4. Career Management Skills as learning outcomes of the training
for teachers

1. The meanings of Career Teaching in primary school

Starting from international literature and good practices collected trough our research, this training
section is dedicated to define the concepts of:
• Career education
• Career learning
• Career teaching
In our prospective career teaching places in order to identify educational means and strategies
geared towards the construction of a relational mind capable of contextualizing and grasping links
and connections, so as to intervene in the learning process in a proper and efficient way.
In this sense, Career teaching is not information, but is a transversal axis of didactic efforts for
supporting learning. And it is here that we can comprehend the deeper meaning of lifelong
guidance and define a different role for the teacher.

2. Backgrounds of Career Teaching in Europe and Teachers’
training needs analysis

On the base of training needs collected by our research, this
section is dedicated to identify common strategies for
implementing career learning in primary schools, that considers
the different country backgrounds.

3. Career Teaching methodology

This section is dedicated to work on teaching methods for
improving career learning, starting from participants experiences
and Jobland Learning Units tested.
We will work on principles and criteria of instructional design for
implementing career learning activities and for integrating them
with ordinary didactics.

4 . Career Management Skills as learning outcomes of the
training for teachers

While the relationship between skills, objectives and methodologies lies at
the heart of a curriculum, it is certainly a challenging task to translate it into
an educational reality.
Therefore, we dedicate this section to the evaluation tools consistent with
the learning outcome to achieve, especially when we have to deal with soft
skills and interdisciplinary knowledge.

Learning units
Each Learning Unit approximately provides:
• Contact hours: 6
• Self-study hours: 10
• Hands-on hours/distance learning: 8
• Assessment hours:
1
Total hours:
25

Next step
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